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Abstract: Cloud represents today a computing market where users can buy resources according to a pay-per-use business model. Cloud providers offer different kind of services which can be characterized by different service levels. Negotiation of the best resource can be very difficult because there is a semantic gap between the different provider SLAs and the requirements of an user’s application. We address the negotiation issue within the research activity of the mOSAIC project by designing and developing an agents based service at platform level for provisioning of cloud resources. In order to allow the execution of the application and fulfill the developer’s requirements, the service uses a policy based approach that is able to choose, at infrastructure level, the best solution, in terms of a collection of cloud resources from different providers.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing has emerged as the reference paradigm for selling or renting computing resources. Let’s imagine the Internet as a huge computer market where customers look for, and get any kinds of computer resources. We mean hardware, operating systems, development platforms, application servers or complete applications.

In this context, the problems that this paper addresses are on how to describe one’s own requirements, how to buy, pay and get cloud resources, how to check if the resources are compliant with the provider’s service level agreement.

The business model of cloud computing is pay per use. It means that the business model does not tie customers to one provider and that they could change it when the application requirements change or when a more convenient offer is available.

However this opportunity is limited by the fact that, currently, providers use proprietary technologies which make it impossible for a transparent migration of users’ applications and platforms from one cloud solution to another. This is known as vendor-lock-in problem. It represents a relevant issue that is addressed by the scientific community and founding calls. In this context, the mOSAIC project (mOSAIC, 2010) proposes a new, enhanced, programming paradigm that is able to exploit the cloud computing features, building applications which are able to adapt themselves as much as possible to the available resources and to acquire new ones when needed. mOSAIC offers together an API for flexible, scalable, fault tolerant, provider independent cloud applications and a framework for enriching them with all needed features by programming.

When interoperability and portability of applications across heterogeneous clouds are supported, autonomous services, which can automatically manage discovery, negotiation and monitoring of cloud resources, represent an added value for users within the sky computing paradigm (Aversa et al., 2011).

This article presents the state of art of research activities on negotiation and complementary services in Cloud. Furthermore it focuses on the agent based solution proposed within the mOSAIC project and provides details about the last design choices and developments. Section 3 covers negotiation as a service. The negotiation module, policies, models and algorithms are discussed in section 4. Related work is dis-
cussed in section 5. Finally, we come to conclusions in section 6.

2 CLOUD AGENCY

In the current context of the Cloud market, mOSAIC is expected to offer the freedom of choice at programming level as well as at the resource level. It intends to create and promote an open-source Cloud application programming interface and a platform targeted for developing multi-Cloud oriented applications.

The Cloud Agency represents the central point for resource management in the mOSAIC project. As a multi-agent system, the Cloud Agency has been designed to offer resource negotiation, monitoring and reconfiguration services. These services can be accessed by the user's application either through mOSAIC's runtime (using mOSAIC's SDK) or independently (using API calls). For the purpose of this paper, the focus will be on the negotiation service. The process of resource provisioning involves specification of parameters, gathering of offers and selecting the best ones that suit the application needs. Once the resources have been chosen, the SLA can be finally generated. A long study has been made in order to identify SLAs and QoS requirements that are the inputs of a negotiation module. These requirements are the basis for defining resources and for defining both negotiation policies and for defining monitoring and reconfiguration policies.

3 NEGOTIATION AS A SERVICE

The Cloud Agency's negotiation service is provided as an asynchronous API that is designed around an event driven model. The service calls are divided in Service Requests, Callbacks and Queries. Access is enabled through a HTTP REST interface.

- **Service Requests** are used execute something and generate events within the agency (ex. to start a negotiation, to accept to refuse a SLA, to change a policy, etc.). They are asynchronous and the result comes through a CallBack.

- **Callback**s are used to receive and handle events which follow previous Service Requests.

- **Queries** are used to get information (ex. get the list of vendors or resources). They are synchronous and return immediately the response if it is available, an exception otherwise.

This service is implemented by distributed and specialized agents, which interact using standard protocols. A **Client Agent** acts as access point (proxy between the HTTP REST interface and the internal Agent Communication Language). It receives the user's requests and cooperates with the **Negotiator Agent** in order to broker cloud services and resources. The **Negotiator Agent** handles SLA Template (Call For Proposal) analysis and proposal evaluation. It works with **Mediator Agents** in order to broker each needed resource. The **Mediator Agent** identifies available **Vendor Agents** and contacts each of them for bids on the needed resources. The **Vendor Agents** are wrappers (drivers) that translate the specific provider protocols into the uniform protocol used inside the mOSAIC framework.

The cooperation among agents has been designed adopting well defined Agents Interaction Protocols of the FIPA standard (Grama et al., 2000). The **Client Agent** implements a standard FIPA Contract Net Interaction Protocol with the **Negotiator Agent**. It submits a call for proposal using an SLA Template with the application requirements and gets the SLA Proposal. The **Mediator Agent** implements the standard FIPA Brokering Interaction Protocol. The sub-protocol used to talk with vendors is again the standard FIPA Contract Net Interaction Protocol.

The behavior of each agent has been designed as an automata. In Figure 1 the behavior of the **Negotiator Agent** is shown. All the states can be followed (from receiving a Call For Proposal to building a SLA Proposal and, once accepted, booking the resources).
4 NEGOTIATION MODULE: POLICIES, MODELS AND ALGORITHMS

The negotiation model was designed around the cooperation of the agents involved (Client Agent, Negotiator Agent, Mediator Agents and Vendor Agents). These agents work together to achieve a first-price sealed-bid auction. The Vendor Agents submit bids and the Negotiator Agent awards the contract to the lowest price bidder.

Communication needs (with the client and within the agency) led to the adoption of WS-Agreement as a protocol for establishing agreements. The protocol has been used to describe documents ranging from Call for Proposal to SLA Proposal. Each WS-Agreement document has its terms defined using OCCI resource specification. Once such a resource has been negotiated it will contain additional information offered by the provider (ex. price, QoS, access information).

Having all this information enables possible reasoning about it. It thus makes the creation of rules for filtering for the best candidates or for specific criteria easy.

Negotiation policies are a set of high level governing rules which define assertions or actions to be taken when certain conditions are met. The language chosen for describing these policies is WS-Policy which is an XML-based standard that is integrated within the WS-Agreement. We have extended this language in order to accommodate for our specific goals.

When designing the policies, there were several features sought like the ability to:

- define the interaction with resource parameters and provider parameters;
- control the way matching is performed (exact, approximate etc);
- identify common elements that are relevant to the negotiation process;
- have flexibility when defining policies: in terms of resources, providers, negotiation mechanism, etc;
- be able to combine policies easily (as long as they are not in conflict);

All the policies are defined within a <wsp:Policy> XML tag that is within the WS-Agreement. They are defined as blocks of <neg:Constraint>. Each such block is composed of <neg:Targets> and <neg:Conditions>. The <neg:Targets> block describes a list of targets that that policy applies to. The <neg:Conditions> block describes the rule conditions. Conditions can apply to any of the resource attributes both defined through the OCCI specifications and those added by the provider for QoS and pricing. If the targets satisfy the conditions then the whole <neg:Constraint> block is validated. If all <neg:Constraint> blocks are validated then the chosen resources are valid for building the SLA Proposal.

Figure 2 expresses the flexibility of the policy system. The figure describes a policy that targets compute elements and forces their vendor to be either Google or Microsoft.

5 RELATED WORK

Research into cloud market-oriented resource management and QoS-based resource allocation mechanisms has been done by (Buyya et al., 2009). An attempt to define several QoS metrics is presented in (Cao et al., 2009): response time, availability, reliability, cost and reputation are considered. A reference of SLA model is provided in (Sim, 2010) where SLA objectives (SLOs) are used to compose an SLA. A number of service levels and performance metrics for each resource results in multiple SLOs for every service. The work presented in (Kertesz et al., 2009) represents a first proposal to combine SLA-based resource negotiations with virtualized resources in terms of on-demand service provision.

Cloud multi-agent management architectures have been proposed in (Cao et al., 2009) and (You et al., 2011). The implementation that was presented in (Sim, 2010) is very interesting because it supports dynamic negotiations.
6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we described the requirements, the design and the prototype implementation of Cloud Agency, an agent based software that provides provisioning capability to Cloud, the focus of the paper being on the policy based negotiation module. The Cloud-Agency has been conceived to be used both as a stand-alone software and as a component of the mOSAIC framework. The agency exposes negotiation, monitoring and autonomic reconfiguration services. Asynchronous APIs have been designed and provided by a REST interface, which follows the OCCI reference model. To execute services, agents communicate using standard FIPA messages and according to FIPA interaction protocols. A demonstrator has been implemented using the Jade platform. Detection of critical situations and autonomic reconfiguration of cloud resources are based on reconfiguration policies. Reconfiguration policies are event-condition-action rules that allow to design autonomic behavior in a flexible and dynamic way. Future works aim at engineering the complete Cloud Agency also by implementing and testing effective algorithms for negotiation, and real profiles for monitoring and reconfiguration in real case studies. Components of the mOSAIC framework that allows to automatically integrate the agent services into the Cloud applications will be also developed.
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